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Abstract

SCIENTIFIC BASES FOR DECISION MAKING AFTER A RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION OF AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT: THE DESIGN OF THE
REPOSITORY.

The paper to be presented will discuss, specifically, technical aspects of the Repository design
in case of urban contamination. It will be emphasise what to decide, how to decide and what are the
difficulties to decide. The case of Goiania it will be used as demonstration, in some cases, as a
practical example.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper will discuss specifically the basis for decision making and the technical
aspects related to the design of a provisional repository in case of an urban environment
contamination.

The following points are considered basic for our discussion:
- every accident is unique
- in emergency situation the solution has to consider the local supplying capacity
- the decontamination methods will define the design parameters of the

repository
- the volume and type of waste and packages are the basis for physical and

structural design of the repository.

All the above items could be detailed and many sub-items specified but, at once, it
becomes clear that a provisional repository designed during an emergency is completely
different from those designed in a normal situation where it is established, from the beginning,
package dimensions, maximum dose rates, the final product quality, and so on.

2. ACCIDENT EVALUATION (EVERY ACCIDENT IS UNIQUE)

It is clear that the same scenario, occurring in different laces will have different
solutions. Let us suppose a hypothetical case:

During the transport of a radioactive liquid source through a city, an accident happens.
Not only experts but the layman can understand that if the accident occurs in a big city, in a
very important street, it would have distinct repercussion than if it occurred in a small town.
Certainly the decontamination ways, type of equipment and recipients to be used would be
totally, or partially different, in each case.

This is a very simplistic example but sufficiently good to show that the same event,
happening in different places will have distinct solutions and confirm the thesis that "every
accident is unique".

Based on the above, we conclude that the appraisers (the group responsible for
evaluating the available parameters and, based on them, propose the most efficient and safe
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solution) have to be as experienced as possible because all the actions will depend on their
evaluation and this will determine the repository design and construction basis.

In the most urgent cases, the appraisers have to decide in a short time, based on a few
data, about a lot of design parameters. This shows the difficulties and the necessity to work
with experienced people. They have to be sensible and dominate a great number of
disciplines.

As an example some questions are presented below that have to be answered by the
appraisers during the evaluating process:

- the volume of generated waste; (What will be the volume?)

- quality of the encapsulated product; (What will be the quality of the
encapsulated product? This characteristic is directly related to final volume,
type of recipient, decontamination time, occupational doses, etc.)

- types of recipients; (What recipients have to be used? On this choice will
depend the final volume, the quality of the product, the handling conditions,
the transport and the final deposition)

- admitted exposure rate; (What exposure rate will be admitted on the recipients
surface? On this decision will depend the final volume, occupational doses,
decontamination time, transport conditions, etc.)

- maximum distance from contaminated places to the repository; (What is the
maximum acceptable distance from the contamination focus to repository?
This decision reflects the risk of transport, final decontamination costs,
eventual delays, etc.)

- waste transport; (What type of vehicle will be used to transport the waste? This
is a very important question, considering that it can influence the recipient
dimensions (in order to have a best transport arrangement), in the access ways
up to the repository (because depending on the final vehicle weight and
dimensions it could be impossible to pass through bridges or execute radical
maneuvers, etc.)

- site characteristics; (What are the site characteristics? From those are
dependent the equipment to handle the recipients, type of recipients,
occupational doses, storage risks, etc. and mainly, the repository concept. It is
relevant to observe that the decision about the local will be based on a very
small quantity of information on geology, pedology, hyrology, hydrogeology,
access roads, etc.)

- personnel; (How about the profile and number of persons involved in
decontamination services? It is highly important the number and professional
profile of the people involved. This will influence the service continuity, in
case of group substitutions, the occupational doses, the decontamination
schedule, etc. The discipline of the groups is an objective to be reached. Highly
qualified groups, not disciplined are a good way to the failure.)

- structure, (medical support, engineering, technicians, geology, equipment,
vehicle, etc.). (What is the best structure considering every area? The
decontamination success, the schedule, etc., depend on the mounted structure.
The above mentioned areas are only examples. There are many others so
important or more than those above. Warehouse, commercial area, etc.
Depending on the gravity, urgency and dimension of the accident the structure
can reach considerable size, demanding all order of resources.)
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As we can see there are a lot of variables influencing the decision process. Once more,
it becomes clear that it is absolutely necessary a group of well trained appraisers in order to
have in a short time the most efficient and safe solution.

3. SOLUTION IN EMERGENCY SITUATION (HAS TO BE CONSIDERED THE LOCAL
SUPPLYING CAPACITY)

- Availability of the local suppliers; (What are the local suppliers availability?
Probably this is one of the most important evaluations because, based on that,
sometimes, it can be given a quick, safe and efficient solution. The supplying
capacity is related directly or indirectly to every decisions of the appraisers.

Let us suppose that the accident happens in a small city with no industrial resources,
generating a large volume of waste. This scenario will put the appraisers in a very delicate
situation because if there are no industrial resources, it will be impossible to manufacture
proper recipients for the situation. Let us consider that the manufacturing of the recipients in
other places is expensive and would introduce unacceptable delays. Let us still suppose that
the city has reasonable conditions to produce a specified type of concrete. In this case, the
final repository could be immediately constructed, instead of a provisional solution, or
concrete containers to be transported in the future.

However, a provisionary solution has to be always tried, which permits any future
intervention. The construction of the final repository would oppose every requirement of
previous studies of environment impact and rare would be the cases where it could be
justified.

Based on the above, it becomes clear that it is absolutely necessary to know the local
suppliers availability because this will influence every decision of the appraisers.

4. PROCESS AND DECONTAMINATION WAYS

- Decontamination methods; (On this decision will depend the final waste
volume, type of recipients, equipments, decontamination schedule, number and
profile of workers, occupational doses, transport vehicles, etc.)

The process and decontamination ways have to be always the simplest. This is an
important condition to be assumed in case of medium or big radiological urban accidents. The
urgency is returning the city to normal condition. Sometimes, this will suggest unorthodox
decontamination methods, but it is very important that this condition do not inhibit the
appraiser. The appraiser has to have in mind that the process and decontamination ways are
not absolute or independent questions, hi other words, the process and decontamination ways
are directly related to waste volume, which is related to the type of recipients, which is related
to the transport and safety storage conditions and all of them are related to the repository. It is
this interrelationship, here simplified, that renders the decisions' difficulty, because all of
them have to be taken into account, in block, as a whole, considering simultaneously, every
variable. This situation amplifies drastically the perspective of error.

Let us suppose a case where the transport is the most delicate point, in other words, the
transport has to be minimized. In this case, if possible, the volume of waste has to be reduced,
and so, the process and decontamination ways become crucial for the decisions.

Let us suppose a case where the number of workers have to be the minimum. This
situation determines very low occupational doses, and, once more, the process and
decontamination ways will be decisive.
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5. VOLUME, TYPE OF WASTE AND RECIPIENTS

Practically thesej items define the basis of physical and structural design of the
repository, so they must have special attention from the appraisers.

Once more, we call your attention to the fact that the complication factors are the
interrelationship among the variables and the few quantity of information present in the
evaluation. As cited before, other factors as important as those mentioned above are the
number and profile of the appraisers. Big teams normally delay the decisions and small teams
increase the chance of errors.

6. REPOSITORY OF GOIANIA

In this chapter we will talk about the repository of Goiania, constructed during the
radiological accident with 137Cs, occurred in September 1987.

Here we will show some practical examples of the decision process and how were
defined some of the design parameters to construct the repository of Goiania.

6.1. Goiania — Evaluations

6.1.1. The Accident

A complete (possible) radiometric map of the accident was made in order to determine
the following parameters:

- number of contaminated areas; (Seven big areas were found and several ones
dispersed in the city)

- total volume of waste (without treatment); (Probably 3500m3 in the big areas
and 1500 m3 in the others)

- types of waste; (More than 90% inorganic, basically soil and debris, and 10%
organic)

- exposure rates; (Up to 100 R/h in the big areas and below 200 mR/h in the
others)

- access condition to the areas; (Easy for workers and equipments)
- decontamination urgency; (Any delay could mean contamination possibility of

other areas).

6.1.1.1. Indicators

The above data did permit to do a first evaluation with the following indicators:

- it would be important to work simultaneously in several areas, therefore, a big
and organized infrastructure and a considerable quantity of workers,
equipments and expensable items would be necessary;

- the volume of waste did require special recipients, in order to permit working
with big equipments;

- considering the schedule, all of the waste, except the organics one, would be
encapsulated without treatment. However, this had to be done considering the
possibility of future interventions. Practical methods for organic waste
encapsulation were established;

- in order to facilitate the handling, transort, decontamination, etc., big exposure
rates on the surface of the recipients had to be avoided;
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heavy equipments could be used in every areas;
it was necessary to establish a quick and organized decontamination
considering the urgency.

6.1.2. Local Resources (Local Supply Capacity)

The evaluation of the local resources did present the following results:

| very good good regular bad null

earth moving | x — — — —
concrete construction
metallurgy
equipments
vehicles
expendable items
workers
radioprotection

x — —
- — x

X —

X —
_____ ~\r _____

X

6.1.2.1. Indicators

The above data did permit to do a second evaluation with the following indicators:
- earth moving could be performed immediately;
- concrete construction could be ordered immediately;
- it was possible the manufacturing of metallic recipients, within a reasonable

time of delivery (it was discarded the manufacturing of concrete containers
considering their final weight, time of construction, handling problems,
transporting difficulties and the possibility of future interventions);

- every operation with light equipment had to be as simplified as possible (to
avoid increasing the occupational doses);

- considering the existing vehicles, the repository had to be constructed as near
as possible to the contaminated areas;

- small quantities of common materials, in small quantities, could be acquired
locally;

- Goiania had skilled workers, but one could not count on them due to
generalized fear;

- everything related to radioprotection (people, expendable items, equiment, etc.)
had to come from another part of the country (this was decisive in the
dimensikoning of the teams).

6.1.3. First Conclusions

The waste quantity and the decontamination urgency, showed, from the beginning, that
the repository had to be unsophisticated.
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The repository site had to satisfy minimum conditions, the storage would be done in
open sky, avoiding elaborated constructions but considering the mechanisms to avoid any
contamination of the area.

6.1.3.1. Minimum Local Characteristics

Based on the available data it was requested to local authorities an area with the
following minimum characteristics:
- if possible, in a public area; (To avoid social problems. Basic requirement for local

selection process.)
- if not public not productive; (To avoid social and environmental problems. Basic

requirement for the local selection process.)
- with approximately 400 m width and 400 m length; (To facilitate the design related to

radioprotection. Specific requirement for Goiania.)
- as plane as possible; (To reduce earth moving and to facilitate constructions. Specific

requirement for Goiania.)
- high, compared to surrounding; (To avoid flooding problems. Basic requirement for

local selection process.)
- with electric power; (To facilitate construction and avoid delays. Specific for Goiania.)
- near Goiania city; (To reduce the time and risks of transport. Specific for Goiania.)
- distant from parks, natural and indigenous reserves, scale production zones and with

low demographic density; (Basic requirement for local selection process.)

OBS: Based on these requirements it was selected an area distant 23 km from the center of
Goiania (main contaminated areas) and 1,5 km from Abadia de Goi<s, small city with a
very low number of inhabitants at that time.

6.1.3.2. Design Concept of the Goiania Repository

The Goiania repository concept was based on the above indicators and satisfying the
following questions:
- what repository could be constructed in open sky with low possibility of environment

contamination? (Independently of the recipient types, they have to be covered. It was
adopted "lonilvinil" (commercial Brazilian name), the same material used to cover
products during road transportation. This is a very resistent material and easy to be
bought in Goiania.)

- how to avoid the remotion of the "lonilvinil" by winds or other mechanisms? (It was
adopted to use "fitin" (commercial Brazilian name), type of tape, very resistent, easy to
apply and locally available.)

- how to avoid soil contamination in case of eventual covered recipient leakage? (It
would be constructed a concrete basis proper to absorb and retain any contamination.)

- how to guarantee, in spite of the concrete basis, any soil contamination? (The concrete
basis would be put over a concrete platform with a sampling system.)

- what to do in case of contamination detection by the sampling system? (It would be
necessary to localize and correct the failure, to decontaminate and encapsulate the
waste. Therefore, sampling and decontamination procedures were developed.)

- how to avoid ground water contamination? (Various measures were taken to avoid
ground water contamination:
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* the soil under the platforms and up to 10 m of their contour were waterproofed by the
same method used in road constructions. In this way the dilution factor would become
higher and the contamination would be maintained on the surface or near it protecting
the ground water;

* the repository area would be prepared in such a way to direct all the rain water to the
same point. It would be constructed a barrier, maintaining the water inside the
repository area, diluting any contamination and sparing the ground water).

OBS: The possibility of the repository contamination was remote since the recipients were
new and would be covered. However, during the filling process, the recipients could
become externally contaminated. Taking that in account, three procedures were
established:

- every recipient would come into the contaminated areas externally protected by a
plastic bag;

- every recipient would be tested, confirming no contamination, before its transference
to the transport truck;

- every recipient would receive, before its entrance into the contaminated area a layer of
dry cement in order to absorb any free liquid present in the waste. This would enlarge
the recipient structural life.

These procedures did consider not only the immediate problems but others related to
long term storage.

6.1.4. Recipients

It was fundamental to define the recipient type or types to be used. On this choice
would depend the efficiency of the decontamination process:
- what types of recipients? (There was only one well known recipient available, in the

country, in a great number (200 1 drums). However, due to its characteristics their use
would mean, delay in the schedule, because approximately 30.000 drums would be
used and the decontamination would be done manually. Being so, it become clear that
another type of recipient had to be manufactured, in order to permit the mechanical
decontamination (drums were used while the other recipient was being
manufactured));

- what dimensions should the recipient have? (These dimension had to be in accordance
with the repository dimensions, in order to minimize the costs, construction time and
to facilitate the recipient arrangement on the platforms and basis. These dimensions
had to be in accordance with transport possibilities, occupational dose conditions, etc.
Therefore, the new recipient dimensions had to be multiples (for great capacity) of the
drum dimensions (diameter 60 cm/height 90 cm)).

Note: Steel plates with the required specification and various widths (from 0.90 m up to 1.60
m) were locally available. The plate with 1.20 m was elected, because 1.20 m is a
multiple of 0.60 m (drum diameter). This dimension had a lot of manufacturing
advantages, reducing welding length, construction time, recipient failure possibility, etc.

A cube with an edge of 1.20 m would be constructed. These dimensions were easy to
handle, empty of full. The final weight of the metallic box, with the most dense material
would be compatible with the capacity of the existing vehicles. The cubic shape gave an
optimum volume, near to nine times the drum capacity.
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7. DISCUSSION

Let us do a brief analysis of the design development:

- local suppliers — 1.20 m plates;

- 1.20 m plates did permit the manufacturing of recipients, easy to handle, to transport,
and compatible with the drums arrangement, that is, four metallic boxes, made of 1.20
m plates, put one beside another are equivalent to four pallets with four drums each,
one beside another;

- boxes and pallet dimensions did determine the dimension of the concrete basis;

- basis dimensions, the necessity of equipment movements and exposure rates did define
the number and the dimensions of the concrete platform;

- the distance between platforms and between platforms and fences did determine the
necessary area for the repository.

Therefore, as a simplification, it could be said that the dimensions of the existing
plates, in Goiania, did determine the repository design. It is clear this is not an absolute truth
but, this fact made a big contribution.

There were a lot of other parameters influencing the decisions, for example:

- the transport capacity did determine;

* the maximum recipient weight (important in the dimensions definition);

* maximum admissible distance from the main focus up to the repository; the
contamination levels and local conditions did determine:

* the waste volume to be generated (this did influence the decision to construct
specific recipients);

* how many persons would be involved in the decontamination jobs and in the
repository;

* maximum admissible dose rates on the surface of the recipients;

* the basis for design concerning radiological protection, etc.;

- the characteristics of the contaminated areas did determine:

* process and decontamination ways;

* types and equipment dimensions, etc.;

- the local supplying capacity did determine:

* the dimension and profile of the workers;

* the simplification of the repository design;

* what should come from other suppliers outside Goiania, etc.

As we can see, we could evaluate here each item, analysing their relationship, almost
indefinitely. However, the most fundamental of the lessons learned in the Goiania accident,
concerning technical aspects, could be summarized as follows:

"Every accident is unique and will need specific solution. This will be as much

better as better are the Appraisers."
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